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Hygiplas 15 Piece Knife Set with Carry Case S454
3 x Cooks Knives, Vegetable Knife, 2 x Paring Knives, Slicer, Bread Knife, Tomato Knife, Boning
Knife, Fillet Knife, Palette Knife, Diamond Steel, Peeler and Carry Case

  View Product 

 Code : S454

  
 33% OFF   Sale 

£151.83

£101.22 / exc vat
£121.46 / inc vat
 

Select Shipping Method

 - 3-4 Weeks delivery

 

Notes :
 - Please check door entry sizes before ordering.
 - Delivery is made to kerbside only.
 - Drivers do not unpack or position goods.
 - A 25% restocking charge will apply for all returned goods.

This is a comprehensive starter knife kit with a handy
carry case, it includes: 10" (red), 10" (green) and 8.5"
(brown) cooks knives, 10" (yellow) serrated slicer, 8"
(white) bread knife, 5" (green) scalloped utility knife,
3" (green) paring knife, 6" (red) stiff blade boning
knife, 6" (blue) fillet knife, 4" (green) serrated
vegetable knife, 3.5" (brown) paring knife, 8" (white)
palette knife, carving fork with 6" prongs, 12"
diamond steel, peeler and carry case.

 10" (Red), 10" (Green) and 8 " (Brown) cooks knives

 4" serrated vegetable knife (Green)

 3 " paring knife (Brown)

 Diamond steel, peeler and carry case

 10" serrated slicer (Yellow)

 8" bread knife (White)

 4" serrated tomato knife (Green)

 3" paring knife (Green)

 6" stiff blade boning knife (Red)

 6" fillet knife (Blue)

 8" palette knife (White)

Material : Stainless Steel
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